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ABSTRACT
Although credit score models have been widely applied, one of
the important variables-Merchant Category Code (MCC)-is
sometimes misused. MCC misuse may cause errors in credit scoring
systems. The present study aimed to develop and deploy an MCC
misuse detection system with ensemble models, gives insights into
the development process and compares different machine learning
methods. XGBoost exhibited the best performance, with overall error,
sensitivity, specificity, F_1 score, AUC and PRAUC of 0.1095,
0.7777, 0.9672, 0.8518, 0.9095 and 0.9090, respectively. MCC
misuse by merchants can be predicted with satisfactory accuracy by
using our ensemble-based detection system. The paper can thus not
only suggest the MCC misuse cannot be overlooked but also help
researchers and practitioners to apply new ensemble machine
learning based detection system or similar problems.
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1

Introduction
With the continuous development of Big Data, the processing and analysis of

massive volumes of data has become a major challenge. Extracting valuable
information from huge amounts of data has become a goal that is continually
pursued. With credit cards being an important payment tool, the promotion of
peoples credit consciousness, and the need to improve credit risk assessment, many
machine learning methods applicable to credit risk evaluation have been developed.
However, with the increasing use of Internet transactions, e-commerce and Bitcoin,
credit card risk problems have become increasingly widespread. It should be noted
that credit risk not only results from cardholders credit but also from merchants
credit, which is one of the most important channels of credit card transactions. For
various reasons, merchants trading information is sometimes changed in order to
reduce costs or avoid supervision, which is illegal behaviour. The existing
quantitative research on merchant credit risk, however, is insufficient.
The credit score model has been widely applied to assist commercial banks and
international credit card organizations to identify and manage cardholders risk. An
accurate credit score model can adequately protect these organizations from bad
debt. In addition, credit risk models on cardholders not only include application
scoring, behaviour scoring and collection scoring, but also other scoring systems
on interest-bearing assets, cross marketing (such as insurance telemarketing),
customer churn and cash-out.
The issue of personal credit scoring systems on cardholders has long been
investigated. Erdem (2008) used 474 Turkish credit card customers data to
construct a structural equation model, and found that education level, marital status,
number of children, spouses employment status and other factors have certain
influence on default risk. Schreiner (2004) used data from Bolivia, and found that
womens credit default rates were lower than mens, and that gender had different
effects on credit risk. Carow and Staten (1999) found that credit card users tend to
be younger, more educated and have more credit cards, and these peoples credit
risk is often higher. Traditional Logistic Regression, Logistic Regression with
penalized variable selection, Support Vector Machine, Neural Network and
Random Forest are the most widely used machine learning techniques in this field.
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In the present study, we used the ensemble-based method to conduct feature
selection and build a MCC misuse detection system, and examined the performance
of the classification models using several indices. The marginal effect of important
variables was also discussed with reference to partial dependence plots.

2

Merchant case study
Although many credit score models have evaluated most aspects of cardholders

profiles, most of these models depend on cardholders expenditure behaviour.
However, we always overlook whether the merchant has been accurately
categorised. Şahin and Duman (2011), Gadi et al. (2008) and Bhattacharyya et al.
(2011) have built several credit card fraud models using Merchant Category Code
(MCC) as their independent variable . Hand (2007) also mentioned that the MCC
is intrinsically more likely to be associated with fraud. A Merchant Category Code
(MCC) is a four-digit number assigned to a business by a bank or card organization
(such as American Express, MasterCard, Visa, UnionPay) in order to accept one of
these cards as a form of payment. The code reflects the category in which the
merchant does business and may be used by credit card companies to offer cash
back rewards or reward points for spending in specific categories. The MCC
includes hotel, catering, entertainment, jewellery, real estate, wholesale, air
ticketing, refuelling, supermarket, hospital, school classes and general merchant
categories with hundreds of codes. A merchants POS terminal can only have one
code which represents what kind of goods the merchant sells. If the code does not
match the merchants actual situation, we would treat them as an MCC misuse
merchant.
For authorized merchants in the settlement of credit card spending, the issuing
bank will charge a certain ratio of transaction fees based on their industry categories;
this ratio is called the merchant discount rate. For example, for UnionPay
merchants, the discount rate is 0.45% for general category, 0.351% for the
livelihood category and zero for the public welfare category. If a merchant have
100,000 per day trading flow, the rate difference of 0.45%, thus it will lost 165,000
in a year. For Visa, MasterCard and AMEX merchants, the discount rate is in 1%
to 4%. Also, each category has its own transaction regulation model to predict some
illegal transactions. MCC is the key which connects the card issuing bank, c
ardholder, card-acquiring bank, merchant, card organization and related firms in
the transaction network. In the first half of 2014 in China, up to 460,000 merchants
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misused their MCCclose to 6% of all merchant activity. Alliston (2002) also built
a system to detect incorrect merchant codes.
In recent years, some so-called big data techniques to predict credit risk and
cardholder behaviour models have treated MCC as an important variable. However,
few studies have focused on MCC misuse. MCC misuse may result in fake
merchants, merchants malicious closures, merchants financial deterioration,
merchants illegal cash out, merchants theft of cardholder information, merchant
fraud and other risks. Therefore, a MCC misuse detection system can effectively
reduce the risk of financial institutions. Zhang (2015) also mentioned this problem
and use Group Bridge-Logistic model to identify the MCC misuse merchants.
However, the overall prediction accuracy is just 62.12%. The objective in this study
is to develop a system which will result in a higher automation level, while the
accuracy is as higher as possible.

3

Machine learning techniques for credit risk
Machine learning methods have frequently been used in the analysis of the

credit scoring system because they require fewer assumptions and deliver higher
analytical accuracy. The ensemble model is one of the commonly-used algorithms
in current machine learning techniques. The tree-based ensemble model using
bagging and boosting is especially popular. Given that the hierarchical tree
structure can model non-linear associations, this method is typically used for
regression and classification, and is likely to perform well for complex,
independent variables. Random Forest (RF) is an ensemble machine learning
method that uses multiple trees as classifiers using bagging. After taking the
majority vote over all classifiers, the RF method combines information across all
trees to reveal variable importance. Boosting methods such as Adaptive Boosting
(AdaBoost) and Gradient Boosting Machine (GBM) are another kind of ensemble
method with strong similarity to RF. Ensemble models have been applied to many
financial studies, such as studies concerning credit risk, customer profit, stock
prices and automated trading.
In practice, the ensemble model can combine many weak, simple models to
obtain a stronger ensemble prediction. In real credit risk applications, many results
shows that traditional, single-prediction models have lower prediction accuracy
and are less robust than ensemble models, especially in high-dimensional or large
sample data sets. In this research, ensemble models were the majority concerned.
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In addition to accuracy and robustness, computational efficiency is also an
important factor. To demonstrate the performance of ensemble models, we also
compared them against traditional algorithms such as Decision Tree (CART) and
Support Vector Machine (SVM).
This study adopted a 10-fold cross-validation method on feature selection: each
original dataset has been randomly divided into ten stratified parts of equal (or
approximately equal) size. For each fold that was employed as testing data, the
other nine folds were employed as training data. In the final prediction model, the
data was divided randomly 100 times with 90% used for training and the remaining
10% for testing.
The model performance evaluation examined by several indices. First,
prediction accuracy and Cohen’s Kappa coefficient were used to assessed feature
selection of different independent variable set models. The Receiver Operating
Characteristic (ROC) curves with Area Under the Curve (AUC) were plotted in the
final prediction model, and the sensitivity, specificity and F_1 score for each
prediction model was calculated.
3.1 Random Forest
Bagging is one of the ensemble algorithms in machine learning used to improve
the stability and accuracy of machine learning algorithms. Random forest (RF),
proposed by Breiman, is one such algorithm. RF can also help identify the truly
relevant predictor variables so that feature selection can be conducted by the model.
Furthermore, some results also illustrate the importance of the choice of the number
of variables in each tree and it is found to be optimal with respect to prediction
accuracy in empirical studies.
3.2 AdaBoost.M1
Boosting is another kind of ensemble algorithm for improving the accuracy of
any given learning algorithm, and it means that a weak learning algorithm better
than random guessing in a Probability Approximately Correct (PAC) model can be
boosted into a strong learning algorithm. The Adaptive Boosting (AdaBoost)
algorithm solved many of the practical difficulties with the earlier boosting
algorithms. AdaBoost.M1 is used to extend AdaBoost to multi-class cases in
generalization.
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3.3 eXtreme Gradient Boosting
eXtreme Gradient Boosting (XGBoost), derived by Chen and He (2015), is one
kind of GBM model. Both XGBoost and GBM follow the principle of gradient
boosting, but there are differences in modelling details. Specifically, XGBoost uses
a more regularized model formalization to control over-fitting, which grants better
performance. XGBoost has used second derivative information, and ordinary GBM
only uses first-order derivatives. XGBoost models greatly optimize the traditional
gradient boosting model, and is one of the fastest learning algorithm of gradient
boosting algorithm.
3.4 Light Gradient Boosting Machine
Light Gradient Boosting Machine (LightGBM) a gradient boosting framework
that uses tree-based learning algorithms. It is highly efficient and scalable, and can
support many different GBM algorithms. This method was developed by Microsoft
Research Asia. LightGBM has been shown to be several times faster than existing
implementations of gradient boosting trees, due to its fully greedy tree-growth
method, histogram-based memory and computation optimization. LightGBM adds
a maximum depth limit on the leaf-wise algorithm to ensure high efficiency and
prevent overfitting.

4

Data understanding and preparation
For our analysis we focus on one international card organization due to the

different card organization have some different coding on MCC. The raw data
contains 56,129 merchant records from 2014 belonging to general merchants of
China UnionPay. Specifically, to each record there corresponds a merchant, and
each record contains the annual summary information on the merchant. We have
collected 74 independent variables involving transactions in different times of the
day (morning, lunch, afternoon, evening and night), different card types (credit card
and debit card), different days of the week (weekday and weekend) and other
merchant information.
The dependent variable of each merchant record in our study has to be labelled
as a binary variable regarding whether MCC misuse or not. Two criteria are taken
into consideration when defining the merchant of the dataset and we created a
variable which is called IS_TY with a value of 0 or 1, such that
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1.
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a merchant was classified as MCC misuse by bank or card organization
was labelled as MCC misuse (IS_TY=1); and

2.

all other merchants were labelled as no MCC misuse (IS_TY=0).

It should be note that not all merchants can be labelled, due to the long time it
takes for the bank or card organization to realise that a merchant abnormal
transactions has occurred. We restricted our analysis to merchant records which
satisfy the following criteria:
3.

no much missing value. Among the dataset of missing data, each record
has fewer than 9 missing variables. Data imputation methods cannot fit
the data well if lots of variables are missing; and

4.

no abnormal data. The record does not include abnormal values (e.g.,
negative amounts or frequencies; whole year transaction amount being
less than the sum of morning, lunch, afternoon, evening and night).

These criteria were chosen to make sure the merchants were really functioning
and the records had no errors or missing information. Then, 38,365 samples were
used in the following analysis. All merchants were grouped into 2 categories by
MCC misuse, where 15,674 were no MCC misuse and 22,691 were MCC misuse.
The meaning description of the independent variable is shown in Table1. Most of
the independent variables are continuous
variables, and only one, ACQ_3RD_COMPANY, is a categorical variable.
Tabel 1: Independent Variables Description of the Dataset
Name
ACQ_3RD_COMPANY

Description
Is Third-Party

Name

Description

LUNCH_TRANS_AMT

Acquirer
ACTIVE_MONTH_H1

1st Half Year

LUNCH_TRANS_AMT_PCT

Transaction

Active Months
ACTIVE_MONTH_H2

2nd Half Year

Lunch

LUNCH_TRANS_AMT_PF

Active Months
AFTERNOON_AMT

LUNCH_TRANS_FREQ

AFTERNOON_AMT_PCT

LUNCH_TRANS_FREQ_PCT

AFTERNOON_AMT_PF

MAX_AMT

Maximum

After

Transaction

Transaction

Amount
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AFTERNOON_FREQ

MIN_AMT

Minimum
Transaction
Amount

AFTERNOON_FREQ_PCT
CREDIT_N_CUSTOMER

MORNING_AMT
Count

of

MORNING_AMT_PCT
Morning

Credit Card
CREDIT_TRANS_AMT

MORNING_AMT_PF

CREDIT_TRANS_AMT_PCT

MORNING_FREQ

CREDIT_TRANS_AMT_PF

MORNING_FREQ_PCT

CREDIT_TRANS_FREQ

N_CARD_YEAR
Credit

Card

Year
Number

Transaction
CREDIT_TRANS_FREQ_PCT

Transaction

of

Card
N_CUSTOMER_YEAR

Year
Number

of

Customer

CV

Coefficient of

N_ISS_BANK_NM

Variation

Number

of

Interbank
Transactions

DEBIT_N_CUSTOMER

Count of Debit

NIGHT_AMT

Card
DEBIT_TRANS_AMT

NIGHT_AMT_PCT

Night

DEBIT_TRANS_AMT_PCT

NIGHT_AMT_PF

Transaction

DEBIT_TRANS_AMT_PF

Debit

Card

DEBIT_TRANS_FREQ

Transaction

DEBIT_TRANS_FREQ_PCT

NIGHT_FREQ
NIGHT_FREQ_PCT
RANGE_AMT

Range

of

Monthly
Transaction
EVENING_AMT

SETTLE_DT

Days Used

EVENING_AMT_PCT

TRANS_AMT

Transaction
Amount

EVENING_AMT_PF

EVENING_FREQ

TRANS_AMT_PER_CARD

Transaction

Evening

Amount per

Transaction

Card
TRANS_AMT_PF

Transaction
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Amount per
Frequency
EVENING_FREQ_PCT

TRANS_FREQ

Transaction
Frequency

EVENING_FREQ_PCT

TRANS_FREQ

Transaction
Frequency

HOLIDAY_ND_AMT

TRANS_FREQ_PER_CARD

Transaction
Frequency

National Day
HOLIDAY_ND_AMT_PCT

Transaction

per Card
WEEKDAY_AMT

HOLIDAY_ND_AMT_PF

WEEKDAY_AMT_PCT

HOLIDAY_ND_FREQ

WEEKDAY_AMT_PF

Weekday

HOLIDAY_ND_FREQ

WEEKDAY_AMT_PF

Transaction

HOLIDAY_ND_FREQ_PCT

WEEKDAY_FREQ

HOLIDAY_NY_AMT

WEEKDAY_FREQ_PCT

HOLIDAY_NY_AMT_PCT

New

Year

HOLIDAY_NY_AMT_PF

Transaction

WEEKEND_AMT
WEEKEND_AMT_PCT

HOLIDAY_NY_FREQ

WEEKEND_AMT_PF

Weekend

HOLIDAY_NY_FREQ_PCT

WEEKEND_FREQ

Transaction

LUNCH_N_CUSTOMER

Lunch

WEEKEND_FREQ_PCT

Customers

In order to get the best performance of the machine learning algorithms, the
data must be clean and complete. We chose random forest to imputing values in
the missing variables. The characteristics of the merchants on MCC misuse is
shown in Table5.
All analyses in this study were implemented using R Software Version 3.3.2
(www.r-project.org). We used the adabag package for AdaBoost.M1, the
randomForest package for RF, the xgboost package for XGBoost, the lightgbm
package for LightGBM, the rpart package for CART, and the kernlab package for
SVM.
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5

Modelling and evaluation

5.1 Feature selection
As 74 independent variables were recorded, feature selection was necessary
before classifier construction. Ensemble models Adaptive Boosting M1
(AdaBoost.M1), Random Forest (RF), eXtreme Gradient Boosting (XGBoost) and
Light Gradient Boosting Machine (LightGBM) can rank the importance of
variables in the model so that we can also conduct feature selection by these models.
A 10-fold cross-validation model was developed with 7 kinds of top variable sets,
which are sorted by each models importance ranking. The number of top variables
was chosen on 19, 37, 42, 47, 52, 56 and 74 (all). Using prediction accuracy and
kappa to evaluate the model performance, the results are shown in Table2. Almost
every model suggested that the top 42 variables can perform better in terms of
prediction accuracy and consistency (compared with other numbers of top
variables). Finally, combined with the four models relative importance, leaving the
top 42 variables for the classifier construction (Fig.1). First Half Year Active
Months (ACTIVE_MONTH_H2) and Days Used (SETTLE_DT) were the 2 most
important variables in all models. The importance of active months in the first six
months of a year is much greater than the number of days for which the POS
terminal was settled for all models except the random forest model. New Year
Amount per Transaction (HOLIDAY_NY_FREQ_PCT), Maximum Transaction
Amount

(MAX_AMT)

and

Second

Half

Year

Active

Months

(ACTIVE_MONTH_H1) are ranked the top 5 important variables for the boosting
models (AdaBoost.M1, XGBoost and LightGBM). However, in the bagging model
(RF), the third to fifth-most important variables were Maximum Transaction
Amount

(MAX_AMT),

(TRANS_FREQ_PER_CARD)
(TRANS_AMT_PER_CARD).

Transaction
and

Frequency

Transaction

Amount

per
per

Card
Card
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Tabel 2: Model Performance of Different Variables
Number of

Random

Variables

Index

AdaBoost.M1

Forest

19

Accuracy

0.8611

0.8668

0.8799

0.8524

Kappa

0.7048

0.7172

0.7696

0.6903

Accuracy

0.8603

0.8820

0.8828

0.8540

Kappa

0.7024

0.7491

0.7510

0.6935

Accuracy

0.8608

0.8836

0.8841

0.8540

Kappa

0.7035

0.7525

0.7536

0.6936

Accuracy

0.8611

0.8817

0.8825

0.8540

Kappa

0.7042

0.7484

0.7502

0.6934

Accuracy

0.8610

0.8827

0.8826

0.8557

Kappa

0.7037

0.7505

0.7505

0.6971

Accuracy

0.8589

0.8803

0.8835

0.8531

Kappa

0.6999

0.7455

0.7524

0.6915

Accuracy

0.8586

0.8803

0.8827

0.8577

Kappa

0.6987

0.7456

0.7508

0.7010

37

42

47

52

56

74(ALL)

XGBoost LightGBM
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Figure 1: Combined Relative Variable Importance

5.2 Classification performance
The performance of ensemble models was compared with Classification And
Regression Tree (CART) and Support Vector Machine (SVM). All results were
averaged over 100 times on the data sets, with 90% for training and the remaining
10% for testing.
The average prediction errors are shown in Table3, indicating that XGBoost
performed better than other models on all types of errors. The ensemble models
performed significantly better than traditional models. All models performed better
on MCC misuse than on No MCC misuse. However, the bagging model RF here
had higher accuracy on MCC misuse than LightGBM but lower accuracy on no
MCC misuse. That is because the bagging model was using bootstrap random select
samples and variables and combining their vote to the final model. This type of
voting will improve misclassification equally with growing number of trees.
XGBoost and LightGBM are based on gradient boosting models where each new
model is created so that the residuals of the previous model are reduced in the
direction of the gradient. In this case, the misclassification of No MCC misuse was
much larger than MCC misuse, so it had greater weight in the iteration. The
Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve and average Area Under the Curve
(AUC) also suggested that the ensemble models performed much better than
traditional models (Fig.2a and Fig.2b). The AUC of ensemble models was almost
over 0.9000. While the models had a consistent hierarchy of accuracy for ensemble
models, with the XGBoost model being the most accurate and the AdaBoost.M1
model being the least accurate, the XGBoost model had the best AUC at 0.9095
(95% CI: 0.8989-0.9202).
Tabel 3: Model Prediction Errors
Prediction

Random

Errors

AdaBoost.M1

Forest

XGBoost LightGBM

CART

SVM

MCC Misuse

0.0499

0.0350

0.0328

0.0403

0.1217 0.0482

No MCC

0.2532

0.2307

0.2223

0.2184

0.2822 0.3879

0.1322

0.1142

0.1095

0.1124

0.1867 0.1856

Misuse
Overall
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(a) ROC Curve and AUC on Testing Data
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(b) Comparison of AUC with 95% CIs

Figure 2: ROC and AUC of testing data on different models
Table4 provides several indices to examine the performance of the
classification models. XGBoost, LightGBM and RF were more robust than the
other models. The corresponding sensitivity and specificity for XGBoost were
0.7777 and 0.9672, respectively. Also, XGBoost had the highest 𝐹1 score of all
the models.
Table 4: The Performance of the Classification Models
Index

AdaBoost.M1 Random Forest XGBoost LightGBM

CART

SVM

Sensitivity

0.7468

0.7693

0.7777

0.7816

0.7176 0.6121

Specificity

0.9501

0.9650

0.9672

0.9597

0.8783 0.9518

𝐹1

0.8205

0.8450

0.8518

0.8491

0.7568 0.7274

In addition, due to the XGBoost model performed the best here. We focus on
XGBoost for further information regarding predictions. XGBoost model can find
out not only the different importance between variables, but also the different
relationship of inner variables. One way to investigate these relations is with partial
dependence plots. These plots are graphical visualizations of the marginal effect of
a given variable (or multiple variables) on an outcome. Fig.3 shows partial
dependence plots of the marginal effect of the top 10 important variables against
the

independent

variable.

Note

that

ACTIVE_MONTH_H1,

ACTIVE_MONTH_H2 and SETTLE_DT are all related to the merchants activity
status. However, the partial dependence of these three variables do not demonstrate
the same trend. SETTLE_DT had a positive correlation on the probability of MCC
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misuse; when the POS terminal was settled over one year, the probability of MCC
misuse was almost equal to one. ACTIVE_MONTH_H2 concerns the months from
July to December; if a merchant did not have any transactions, they would have a
very low probability of MCC misuse. Conversely, if a merchant has transactions in
all of the six months, they are more likely to be an MCC misuse merchant.
ACTIVE_MONTH_H1 had the opposite impact compared to the first six months;
if the merchant is more active in these six months, the MCC misuse probability
decreases. It also suggests that if a merchant always has a large number of
transactions, no matter whether credit cards or debit cards are used, they are
probably

not

an

MCC

misuse

merchant

(refer

to

plots

for

CREDIT_TRANS_AMT_PF and DEBIT_TRANS_AMT_PF). In contrast, if the
average transaction amount is small, but the largest transaction amount is very high,
there will be a higher risk of MCC misuse (refer to plots for MAX_AMT,
CREDIT_TRANS_AMT_PF and DEBIT_TRANS_AMT_PF). New year is a
special holiday; it is the first day of a year. HOLIDAY_NY_FREQ_PCT shows
that if these transactions account for too high a proportion of annual transactions
(just over 5% of annual transactions), the risk of MCC misuse grows rapidly. CV
is the coefficient of variation, and is defined as the ratio of the standard deviation
𝜎 to the mean 𝜇. CV can reflect the volatility of the merchant; if the CV value is
higher the risk of MCC misuse is also higher. Here there maybe have an outlier
around 0.2. If the weekend transaction frequency accounts for a larger proportion
of all transactions than weekdays, the risk will reduce (WEEKEND_FREQ_PCT).
If the proportion of transaction frequency at lunch is over 0.5, the curve is flat at a
low risk. Otherwise, the risk of misuse will decrease with the increase of proportion
(LUNCH_TRANS_FREQ_PCT).
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Figure 3: Top 10 Important Variables Partial Dependence Plots on XGBoost

(a) Scores of MCC misuse

(b) Scores of no MCC misuse

Figure 4: Average testing scores density distribution histogram of XGBoost.
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5.3 Finding a score threshold
Furthermore, in XGBoost model, the average testing scores density distribution
histogram for MCC misuse or not are shown in Fig.4. The left one is the MCC
misuse scores distribution where the right one is the scores distribution of no MCC
misuse. Almost every MCC misuse merchants are close to value 1. However, for
no MCC misuse merchants, there are also few merchants are scored to value 1.
This is likely to be a consequence of the most of the variables statistical units are
in years may lose some detail.
Precision-recall (PR) curves have been used as an alternative performance
measure to ROC. Fig.5a. The XGBoost model performance very well on both ROC
curve PR curve (with AUC at 0.9095 and PRAUC at 0.9090 respectively). Fig.5b
provides the relationship of average lift value versus average accuracy. Both Fig.5a
and Fig.5b are labelled and colorized the threshold of the XGBoost model. The
threshold between 0.1 to 0.9 are located very close which means that this model is
very robust and the median value 0.5 can be the best threshold of the model.
Compared to other models, our XGBoost model does not require too much human
intervention (such as variable standardization, discretization) but can achieve very
good results. Also, the distribution on Fig.4 point out that the scored distribution
are towards to both side with very few ambiguous results. This XGBoost classifier
seems to yield very good results in increasing the automation level and having a
high rate of recall ratio. These values meet all the goals of the banks and card
organizations.
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(a) PR curve

(b) Lift-Accuracy curve

Figure 5: PR and Lift-Accuracy curve of XGBoost on testing data

5.4 Deployment
In order to ensure that the classifier does not degenerate, it is important to
update the data for training. The system will update the new data for training
monthly. The classification service runs monthly by services application
programming interface (API). XGBoost is an optimized distributed gradient
boosting library designed to be highly efficient, flexible and portable. It can runs
on major distributed environment (Hadoop, SGE, MPI) and can solve problems
beyond billions of data. XGBoost not only provide native interfaces for C++, R,
Python, Julia and Java but also on Hadoop, Spark and Fink with GPU accelerated.
Fig.6 illustrates the main parts of detection system on Spark. Every month, after
the transaction data has been updated, the system will do ETL steps to obtain the
training samples for the past one year. The application seamlessly embeds
XGBoost into the processing pipeline and exchange data with other Spark-based
processing phase through Spark’s distributed memory layer. Also, the threshold
and parameters can be optimized by current situation if needed. The suspicion score
dashboard can alarm which merchant is occurring misuse the MCC.

Figure 6: Diagram of the MCC misuse detection system.
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Conclusions and future work
These ensemble models all suggest that time-based variables are very important

in predicting MCC misuse among merchants. Such as the activities in months and
days, all of them have a big impact on MCC misuse. The trend characteristics of
transactions have significant differences in terms of MCC misuse. However, the
average transaction amount does not have significant difference on credit card and
debit card transactions. In this data, the merchants belong to general department
store and wholesale categories. The general department store include travel,
ticketing, department store, medical, alcoholic, tobacco, general service,
professional service, hotel, restaurant, entertainment, estate etc., which always
have lower discount rates than merchants like public welfare which sometimes will
replace their POS terminal with that of a general merchant MCC. A real general
merchant usually does not have large amounts per transaction, so CV is not very
high. Also, this kind of merchant always operates at weekends (such as travel and
retail stores). This is consistent with the results of Zhang (2015). Variables about
number of customers do not have significant relationships to MCC misuse, which
implies that merchants MCC misuse depends more on transaction amount and
frequency rather than the number grouped by customer and card.
Our results indicated that after feature selection, the use of fewer variables can
allow more accurate predictions than using all available variables. Banks and card
organizations always have more dimensions of the merchant information, but
effective feature selection is very important for prediction purposes. Many studies
suggest that the ensemble model feature selection will always have better
performance than other feature selection models such as Least Absolute Shrinkage
and Selection Operator (LASSO), Principal Component Analysis (PCA),
Information Value (IV), etc..
This study gives a new view of credit risk detection systems, in which
merchants with incorrect MCC codes affect other scoring systems reliability and
can incur losses for banks and card organizations. Ensemble models help us to
distinguish the MCC misuse merchants. Although traditional models are single
models, in this study XGBoost and LightGBM ran much faster than SVM.
AdaBoost. M1 and RF were still very slow because of their almost-continuous
variables; in each of the trees they need to separate into several intervals.
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Compared with traditional credit scoring systems, the current study was
successful in providing novel ensemble approaches that can predict merchant MCC
misuse more accurately and conveniently. Generally speaking, the performance of
the ensemble algorithms was very similar in predicting MCC misuse. The XGBoost
performed best of the models. It should be note that the LightGBM is a very fresh
algorithm of GBM which can be more faster and higher accuracy than traditional
GBM model, but now the package in R do not have more parameters to tune. A
more comprehensive evaluation of these algorithms is needed to come to a final
conclusion. It should also be noted that, in the current study, most of the variables
are counted in years, so certain details may be lost. Compared with penalized
variable selection Logistic model in Zhang (2015), the accuracy is much higher
than traditional models (0.6212 v.s. 0.8905). Although the Logistic model have a
better interpretation and faster calculation efficiency than machine learning models.
The XGBoost and LightGBM model can take into account both interpretation and
speed, and to achieve higher prediction accuracy.
There are some limitations to this study. First, no other potentially-important
factors were included, such as merchant type, merchant location, and other
merchant information factors. Second, the prediction error on no MCC misuse was
approximately 0.25. The reason for this is twofold: (i) most of the variables
statistical units are in years and some detail may be lost; and (ii) in reality, the
proportion of no MCC misuse is much higher than is represented in this data. This
also results in a maximum of around 400 days for SETTLE_DT. The data may be
omitting some of the merchants that have been settled for a long time without MCC
misuse. Thus, the prediction error increases.
In conclusion, we successfully applied ensemble machine learning approaches
to identify MCC misuse merchants for the construction of a risk score model. Our
results suggested that several ensemble models achieved AUC over 0.9000 in MCC
misuse. These models can assist card organizations and banks to improve their
credit scoring systems in the future.
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Table 5: Sample Characteristics of the Subgroups with Merchants
Variable Name

MCC_Misuse=TRUE

MCC_Misuse=FALSE

p-value

N_ISS_BANK_NM

17.29(14.01)

16.55(15.77)

<0.001

N_CUSTOMER_YEAR

919.63(8026.88)

673.09(11142.15)

0.0175

LUNCH_N_CUSTOMER

211.4(1958.66)

155.2(3017.84)

0.0402

DEBIT_N_CUSTOMER

606.36(5529.85)

533.36(14801.16)

0.5554

CREDIT_N_CUSTOMER

747.77(7329.36)

400.99(5932.51)

<0.001

N_CARD_YEAR

1354.14(12536.14)

934.35(18520.36)

0.0134

ACTIVE_MONTH_H1

4.29(2.31)

4.35(1.92)

0.0055

ACTIVE_MONTH_H2

5.43(1.13)

3.02(2.48)

<0.001

CV

1.05(0.6)

1.41(0.76)

<0.001

SETTLE_DT

367.77(105.16)

247.82(148.94)

<0.001

RANGE_AMT

793340.32(3997307.05)

659073.53(5061821.91)

0.0055

MAX_AMT

152316.91(414724.13)

107881.68(506026.06)

<0.001

MIN_AMT

104.6(523.79)

60.33(1239.93)

<0.001

TRANS_AMT

4385986.48(30864962.46) 3286175.11(40896404.14)

0.0043

TRANS_AMT_PER_CARD

14535.29(41781.76)

10904.33(60136.67)

<0.001

MORNING_AMT

1254847.06(11511389.26)

1085115.05(13552827.07)

0.2002

AFTERNOON_AMT

2540841.41(18193129.41) 1733038.5(19531807.68)

<0.001

EVENING_AMT

579147.09(3914843.58)

439634.4(10422182.97)

0.1097

NIGHT_AMT

11150.92(281983.76)

28387.16(1030376.57)

0.0412

WEEKDAY_AMT

3309979.68(23682659.16) 2534825.26(31158317.78)

0.0085

WEEKEND_AMT

1076006.81(7724543.26)

751349.85(10673097.52)

0.0011

LUNCH_TRANS_AMT

723241.17(5955350.36)

509794.76(6090720.35)

<0.001

DEBIT_TRANS_AMT

2625648.26(25113163.87)

2468372.46(36726779.04)

0.6411

CREDIT_TRANS_AMT

1760338.22(10044811.07)

817802.65(10942457.85)

<0.001

HOLIDAY_NY_AMT

16738.45(146220.6)

9568.92(188494.29)

<0.001

HOLIDAY_ND_AMT

55139.14(693695.7)

54324.24(780187.19)

0.9162

TRANS_FREQ

1864.84(18122.38)

1307.08(28356.78)

0.0297

TRANS_FREQ_PER_CARD 0.85(0.41)

0.67(0.97)

<0.001

MORNING_FREQ

304.24(7093.07)

0.1601

390.18(3478.23)
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Table 5: Sample Characteristics of the Subgroups with Merchants
Variable Name

MCC_Misuse=TRUE

MCC_Misuse=FALSE

p-value

AFTERNOON_FREQ

850.45(8401.23)

582.97(12042.74)

0.0162

EVENING_FREQ

613.96(6755.33)

398.4(9080.49)

0.0115

NIGHT_FREQ

10.25(373.26)

21.47(649.83)

0.0511

WEEKDAY_FREQ

1225.5(11499.01)

900.69(20179.87)

0.0686

WEEKEND_FREQ

639.34(6714.7)

406.39(8318.86)

0.0036

LUNCH_TRANS_FREQ

244.04(2359.53)

190.79(3927.44)

0.1289

DEBIT_TRANS_FREQ

794.2(7636.15)

766.18(23001.14)

0.8831

CREDIT_TRANS_FREQ

1070.64(10956.87)

540.89(9028.48)

<0.001

HOLIDAY_NY_FREQ

9.96(110.46)

4.37(104.37)

<0.001

HOLIDAY_ND_FREQ

39.64(476.86)

28.19(506.69)

0.0259

TRANS_AMT_PF

12994.68(24037)

11716.45(45521.59)

0.0013

MORNING_AMT_PF

13362.82(31616.27)

11596.41(50229.78)

<0.001

AFTERNOON_AMT_PF

13043.73(24882.47)

11398.21(41831.64)

<0.001

EVENING_AMT_PF

11268.19(30480.3)

8628.97(47799.11)

<0.001

NIGHT_AMT_PF

1172.97(15838.91)

588.03(10482.21)

<0.001

WEEKDAY_AMT_PF

13393.34(25159.92)

11961.3(46308.15)

<0.001

WEEKEND_AMT_PF

11869.88(24106.17)

10228.77(46492.68)

<0.001

LUNCH_TRANS_AMT_PF

12685.29(30324.43)

10440.23(39896.47)

<0.001

DEBIT_TRANS_AMT_PF

11670.84(33149.38)

10396.81(50104.35)

0.0053

CREDIT_TRANS_AMT_PF 8499.53(13187.91)

5789.85(10889.23)

<0.001

HOLIDAY_NY_AMT_PF

2541.85(60364.39)

0.0031

4075.52(28434.16)
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